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Home
    
      Welcome to MIxL


The research focus of the Mixed-Signal Integrated Circuits and Systems Lab (MIxL) is on low power integrated circuits and systems targeted to high speed interconnects for wireline and wireless communication, sensing interfaces, as well as signal acquisition and processing. Our research interests intersect with device physics, systems modeling and design, machine learning and hardware security.


Open Research Projects


Automotive wireline authentication using Physical Layer Security


Automotive and biological sensing and signal processing


Low complexity transceiver architectures for multi-Gb/s I/O


Robust timing recovery for multi-level signaling


High efficiency analog-to-digital converters for digital receive


Join MIxL


There is an opening for Ph.D. applicants with strong background in analog/mixed-signal circuit design. Familiarity with silicon prototyping from schematic capture through tape-out is a plus. Interested applicants should email me their CVs and indicate their interest to work with the Mixed-Signal Integrated Circuits and Systems Lab (MIxL) in their OSU application.


Mentoring and Outreach


Faculty Introduction Slides.


Dr. Musah's led a Workshop titled "Fast Data Shields: Hardware for Security" during the 2022 MEP Pre First-Year Academic and Career Engagement (PREFACE) Program.
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            Current News



Prof. Musah successfully completed his maiden edition of PREFACE 2.0 Workshop on Hardware Security.


Posted August 20, 2022
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  Prof. Musah revisits the microchip shortage and discuses Intel in Ohio with 10TV News. 


Posted May 22, 2022


Clay Gordon of 10 TV News discusses the impact of microchip shortage on future innovation in the auto industry.


Mohamed Ahmed Awarded ISCAS 2022 Student Participation Grant


Posted April 15, 2022


Congratulations to Mohamed for getting awarded the ISCAS student participation grant for 2022. He will be presenting a paper on characterization of sub-Nyquist TIAs with equalization in optical receivers.


Mohamed Abouzeid Successfully Defends his MS Thesis


Posted: October 05, 2021


Congratulations to Mohamed Ahmed for successfully defending his thesis on low complexity wireline receivers for optical applications.


Prof. Musah talks to 10TV about microchip shortage 


Posted July 22, 2021


Clay Gordon of 10 TV News discusses the impact of microchip shortage on car prices.


Kevin Successfully Defends his MS Thesis


Posted: December 04, 2020


Congratulations to Kevin Du for successfully defending his thesis on time domain MAC engines for convolutional neural networks.


Abishek Successfully Defends his MS Thesis


Posted: April 17, 2020


Congratulations to Abishek Namachivayam for successfully defending his thesis on high speed clock and data recovery.


Recognition of Teaching


Posted: February 10, 2020


Prof. Musah was recognized with an Outstanding Teaching Award for the Autumn 2019 semester.


Abishek Wins Outstanding GTA Award


Posted: January 15, 2020


Congratulations to Abishek Namachivayam for being recognized as an outstanding graduate teaching assistant (GTA) for Autumn 2019 semester.


Mohamed Passes Qualifying Exam


Posted: November 7, 2019


Congratulations to Mohamed Abouzeid for passing his qualifying exam.


Recognition of Teaching


Posted: August 26, 2019


Prof. Musah was recognized with an Outstanding Teaching Award for the Spring 2019 semester.


Faculty Spotlight


Posted: September 11, 2018


A spotlight on Prof. Musah in ECE Weekly Newsletter


Prof. Musah Joins OSU's Dept. of ECE


Posted: January 2, 2018


Prof. Musah joins the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department  at the Ohio State University in Spring of 2018.
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Research
    
      
      
                                         

  

            Low complexity transceivers



With the steep increase in aggregate I/O bandwidth demands, higher per lane bandwidths are required over existing channels. The resulting increase in channel loss can be overcome in multiple ways; all of which lead to more equalization complexity. In past projects, innovative timing recovery schemes where used to drive simpler equalizers at the receiver [MusahJSSC14, MusahPatent19, VenkatramPatent17]. In this research thrust, we investigate new transceiver architectures that enable enhanced equalization without increase in complexity over a wide range of applications and use cases.
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            High efficiency ADCs for digital receivers


Digital receiver equalizers have become the go to equalization architectures for high loss channels. One of the reasons for this is that they obviate the trade-off between number of DFE taps and data rate. Also, they enable multi-standard use of the hardware due to their high programmability. Moreover, the highly digital designs they enable can be easily ported from one technology to another. However, current ADC-based receiver designs still lag their mixed-mode counterparts in power and area efficiency. A major cause of this power efficiency gap is the complexity of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) in the front-end. In this research thrust, we combine our extensive prior work on ADCs [see MusahCICC09, RajaeeJSSC10] with serial I/O system expertise to explore new digital receiver topologies that yield higher area and power efficiencies.
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            Research Sponsors


Active Sponsors:
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  Ohio Federal Research Network (OFRN) 
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  Ford Motor Company 
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  Intel Corporation 
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            Wireline Standards


 


The demand for aggregate bandwidth for network and accelerator applications has lead to a steep rise in per lane data rates across the board for I/O standards. As can be seen in the Fig. 1 below, beyond the increase in per lane data rates, there is an industry drive towards the same data rates across standards. This streamlines I/O convergence efforts, at least at the transceiver architecture level. A collection of the transceiver architectural choices in each of prevailing wireline link standards will be presented below (TBD), highlighting approaches to signaling, clocking, equalization and timing recovery. The mode of communication (electrical vs optical) and modulation schemes will also be catalogued.
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Publications
    
      
      
                                         

  

            Current Publications



Journal Papers 


	S. Lang and T. Musah, “Jitter-Based Authentication for Automotive Wireline Networks” IEEE Access, vol. 12, pp. 810-823, 2024. DOI Link to IEEEXplore for Article. doi: DOI Link to IEEEXplore for Article. 
	A. Abdelaziz, M. Ahmed and T. Musah, "Hybrid Timing Error Detector For Baud Rate Multilevel Clock and Data Recovery," IEEE Open Journal of Circuits and Systems, vol. 4, pp. 324-335, 2023. doi:  DOI Link to IEEEXplore for Article.
	K. Du, A. Abdelaziz and T. Musah, "A Digitally Controlled Switched-Ring Oscillator Based Time Domain Multiply-and-Accumulate Core for Machine Learning," International Journal of Circuit Theory and Applications, 2023, vol. 51, no. 10, pp. 4984-4996. doi: DOI Link to Article.
	M. O. Abouzeid and T. Musah, "Complexity reduction in multilevel speculative DFEs with unconstrained receiver response," Microelectronics Journal, vol. 138, pp. 1-7, Aug. 2023, doi: DOI Link to Article.
	T. Musah and A. Namachivayam, "Robust Timing Error Detection for Multilevel Baud-Rate CDR,"  IEEE Trans. Circuits Syst. I (TCAS1), vol. 69, no. 10, pp. 3927-3939, Oct. 2022, doi: DOI Link to IEEEXplore for Article.
	A. Abdelaziz and T. Musah, "A time latch for high speed time-based ADCs," Electron. Lett.(EL), vol. 58, pp.542-544, doi: DOI Link to Article.
	T. Musah, J. E. Jaussi, G. Balamurugan, S. Hyvonen, T.-C. Hsueh, G. Keskin, S. Shekhar, J. Kennedy, S. Sen, R. Inti, M. Mansuri, M. Leddige, B. Horine, C. Roberts, R. Mooney, B. Casper, "A 4-32Gb/s Bidirectional Link with 3-tap FFE/6-tap DFE and Collaborative CDR in 22nm CMOS," IEEE J. Solid-State Circuits (JSSC), vol. 49, no. 12, pp. 3079-3090, Dec. 2014, doi: DOI Link to IEEEXplore for Article.
	T. Musah and U. Moon, "Correlated level shifting integrator with reduced sensitivity to amplifier gain," Electron. Lett. (EL), vol. 47, no. 2, pp. 91-92, Jan. 29, 2011, 
	Y. Hu, N, Maghari, T. Musah, and U. Moon, "Time-interleaved noise-shaping integrating quantisers," Electron. Lett. (EL), vol. 46, no. 11, pp. 757-758, May 27, 2010.
	O. Rajaee, T. Musah, N. Maghari, S. Takeuchi, M. Aniya, K. Hamashita, and U. Moon, "Design of a 79dB 80MHz 8X-OSR hybrid delta-sigma/pipeline ADC," IEEE J. Solid-State Circuits (JSSC), vol. 45, no. 4, pp. 719-730, Apr. 2010, doi: DOI Link to IEEEXplore for Article. 
	T. Musah and U. Moon, "Correlated level shifting technique with cross-coupled gain-enhancement capacitors," Electron. Lett. (EL), vol. 45, no. 13, pp. 672-674, Jun. 18, 2009.
	T. Musah, B.R. Gregoire, E. Naviasky, and U. Moon, "Parallel correlated double sampling technique for pipelined analogue-to-digital converters," Electron. Lett. (EL), vol. 43, no. 23, pp. 1260-1261, Nov. 8, 2007.

Conference Papers


	M. Ahmed and T. Musah, "Time-Based Optical Receiver Featuring a Linear Current-to-Time Conversion with Equalizations," in IEEE Int. Midwest Symp. Circuits Syst. (MWCAS), pp. 713 - 717, Aug. 2023.
	M. Ahmed and T. Musah, "Characterization of Sub-Nyquist TIA with Equalization in Optical Receivers," in IEEE Int. Symp. Circuits Syst. (ISCAS), pp. 2037-2041, May 2022. doi: DOI Link to IEEEXplore for Article.
	M. O. Abouzeid and T. Musah, “Hysteretic Error Extraction in Multi-Level Wireline Receivers,” in IEEE Int. Symp. Circuits Syst. (ISCAS), pp. 1-5, May 2021, doi: DOI Link to IEEEXplore for Article.
	A. AbdelAziz and T. Musah, “The Effect of Equalization on Nonlinearity in Time-Based Decision Feedback Equalizers,” in IEEE Int. Symp. Circuits Syst. (ISCAS), pp. 1-5, May 2021, doi: DOI Link to IEEEXplore for Article.
	T. Musah, "Time-Based Error Extraction for Multilevel Receivers," IEEE Int. Symp. Circuits Syst. (ISCAS), pp. 1-5, Oct. 2020, doi: DOI Link to IEEEXplore for Article.
	J. E. Jaussi, G. Balamurugan, S. Hyvonen, T.-C. Hsueh, T. Musah, G. Keskin, S. Shekhar, J. Kennedy, S. Sen, R. Inti, M. Mansuri, M. Leddige, B. Horine, C. Roberts, R. Mooney, B. Casper, "A 205mW 32Gb/s 3-Tap FFE/6-Tap DFE Bi-directional Serial Link in 22nm CMOS,"  IEEE Int. Solid-State Circuits Conf. (ISSCC), pp. 440-441, Feb. 2014, doi: DOI Link to IEEEXplore for Article.
	T.-C. Hsueh, G. Balamurugan, J. Jaussi, S. Hyvonen, J. Kennedy, G. Keskin, T. Musah, S. Shekhar, R. Inti, S. Sen, M. Mansuri, C. Roberts, B. Casper, "A 25.6Gb/s Differential and DDR4/GDDR5 Dual-Mode Transmitter with Digital Clock Calibration in 22nm CMOS," IEEE Int. Solid-State Circuits Conf. (ISSCC), pp. 444-445, Feb. 2014, doi: DOI Link to IEEEXplore for Article.
	B. Hershberg, T. Musah, S. Weaver, and U. Moon, "The effect of correlated level shifting on noise performance in switched capacitor circuits," IEEE Int. Symp. Circuits Syst. (ISCAS), pp. 942-945, May 2012, doi: DOI Link to IEEEXplore for Article.
	B.R. Gregoire, T. Musah, N. Maghari, S. Weaver, and U. Moon, "A 30% beyond Vdd signal swing 9-ENOB pipelined ADC using a 1.2V 30dB loop-gain opamp," IEEE Asian Solid-State Circuits Conf. (ASSCC), pp. 345-348, Nov. 2011, doi: DOI Link to IEEEXplore for Article.
	O. Rajaee, Y. Hu, M. Gande, T. Musah, and U. Moon, "An interstage correlated double sampling technique for switched-capacitor gain stages,"  IEEE Int. Symp. Circuits Syst. (ISCAS), pp. 1252-1255, May 2010, doi: DOI Link to IEEEXplore for Article.
	T. Musah and U. Moon, "Pseudo-differential zero-crossing-based circuits with differential error suppression," IEEE Int. Symp. Circuits Syst. (ISCAS), pp. 1731-1734, May 2010, doi: DOI Link to IEEEXplore for Article.
	T. Musah, S. Kwon, H. Lakdawala, K. Soumyanath, and U. Moon, "A 630uW zero-crossing-based delta-sigma ADC using switched-resistor current sources in 45nm CMOS," IEEE Custom Int. Circuits Conf. (CICC), pp. 1-4, Sep. 2009, doi: DOI Link to IEEEXplore for Article.
	O. Rajaee, T. Musah, S. Takeuchi, M. Aniya, K. Hamashita, P. Hanumolu, and U. Moon, "A 79dB 80MHz 8X-OSR hybrid delta-sigma/pipeline ADC," IEEE Symp. VLSI Circuits (VLSI), pp. 74-75, Jun. 2009.
	S. Chatterjee, T. Musah, Y. Tsividis, and P. Kinget, "Weak inversion MOS varactors for 0.5 V analog integrated filters," IEEE Symp. VLSI Circuits (VLSI), Jun. 2005, pp. 272-275, doi: DOI Link to IEEEXplore for Article.

Graduate Thesis


	Tawfiq Musah, "Low power design techniques for analog-to-digital converters in submicron CMOS," Ph.D. Dissertation, Oregon State University, 2010.

Patents


	E. Alpman, A. Amadjikpe, O. Asaf, K. Azadet, R. Banin, M. Baryakh, A. Bazov, S. Brenna, B. Casper, A. Chakrabarti, G. Chance, D. Choudhury, E. Cohen, C. Da Silva, S. Dalmia, S. Daneshgar Asl, K. Dasgupta, K. Datta, B. Davis, O. Degani, A. M Fahim, A. Freiman, M. Genossar, E. Gerson, E. Goldberger, E. Gordon, M. Gordon, J. Hagn, S. Kang, T.  Kao, N. Kogan, M. Komulainen, I. Kushnir, S. Lahti, M. Lampinen, N. Landsberg, W. Lee, R. Levinger, A. Molina, R. Moreno, T. Musah, N. Narevsky, H. Nikopour, O. Orhan, G. Palaskas, S. Pellerano, R. Pongratz, A. Ravi, S. Ravid, P. Sagazio, E. Sasoglu, L. Shakedd, G. Shor, B. Singh, M. Soffer, S. Talwar, N. Tanzi, M. Teplitsky, C. Thakkar, J. Thakur, A. Tsarfati, Y.Tsfati, M. Verhelst, N. Weisman, S. Yamada, A. Yepes, D. Kitchir, "Wireless communication technology, apparatuses, and methods," US Patent Number: 11424539, Aug. 2022.
	T. Musah, H. Venktramam, B. Casper, "Low power high speed receiver with reduced decision feedback equalizer samplers," US Patent Number: 10756931, Aug. 2020.
	J. P. Kulkarni, A. Ravi, D. Somasekhar, G. Balamurugan, S. Shekhar, T. Musah, T.-C. Hsueh, “Digitally trimmable integrated resistors including resistive memory elements,” US Patent Number: 10347309, Jul. 2019
	T. Musah, H. Venktramam, B. Casper, "Low power high speed receiver with reduced decision feedback equalizer samplers," US Patent Number: 10341145, Jul. 2019.
	T. Musah, G. Keskin, G. Balamurugan, J. E. Jaussi, and B. Casper, “Wireline receiver circuitry having collaborative timing recovery,” US Patent Number: 9794089, Oct. 2017.
	J. P. Kulkarni, A. Ravi, D. Somasekhar, G. Balamurugan, S. Shekhar, T. Musah, T.-C. Hsueh, “Digitally trimmable integrated resistors including resistive memory elements,” US Patent Number: 9589615, Mar. 2017.
	H. Venkatram, S. Hyvonen, T. Musah, and B. Casper, “High speed receiver with one-hot decision feedback equalizer,” US Patent Number: 9537682, Jan. 2017.
	T. Musah, G. Keskin, G. Balamurugan, J. E. Jaussi, and B. Casper, “Wireline receiver circuitry having collaborative timing recovery,” US Patent Number: 9374250, Jun. 2016.
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Team Members
    
      
      
                                         

  

            Current Members



	Ahmed Abdel Aziz, PhD Candidate, Joined Autumn 2019, Low Complexity Receivers for Optical Applications
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	Mohamed Radwan Ahmed, PhD Student, Joined Autumn 2020, Optical Transceiver Circuits
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	Graduate Fellow, PhD Student, Joined Summer 2021, Physical Layer Security for Automotive Wireline Applications

	Jeffery Asare Boateng, PhD Student, Joined Summer 2023, Advanced Signaling & Coding for Wireline Applications
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	Siddharth Venkatesan, Undergraduate Student Researcher, FPGA
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            Past Members


	Ariana Clealand, Undergraduate Researcher, BS Graduated, Hardware based design/modeling environment using PYNQ-Z2.
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	Mohamed Abouzeid, MS Graduated,  Low Complexity Receivers for Optical Applications
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	Kevin Du, MS, Graduate December 2020, Currently with Xilinx  
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	Abishek Namachivayam, MS, Graduated May 2020, Currently with Micron
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Teaching
    
      
      
                                         

  

            My Courses



ECE 7023: High-Speed Interface Circuits and Systems                                                                     


Spring 2024, 2022, 2020


This course covers the analysis and design of link architectures and circuits for wireline communication systems. There will be an emphasis on design intuition, link budgeting and power/performance trade-offs in implementation of data links in advanced CMOS process. Topics include channel characterization, noise analysis, equalization, transmitter and receiver circuits, signaling schemes, clocking, synchronization and timing recovery circuits. One page syllabus.


 


ECE 5020: Mixed Signal VLSI                                                                       


Autumn 2023, 2022, 2021, 2020, 2019, 2018


This course covers the design and circuit analysis of basic VLSI structures such as registers, cell libraries, memory, digital and analog I/O. Students will be introduced to schematic capture, simulations, timing analysis and physical layout using cadence design tools. There will be an emphasis on CMOS circuit design, culminating in a design project. One page syllabus.


 


ECE 3020: Introduction to Electronics                                                           


Autumn 2022; Spring 2024, 2023, 2021, 2019, 2018


This is an introduction course to the analysis and design of electronic circuits. Fundamentals of analog, digital and mixed-signal circuits are covered.  Students learn about diodes and transistor models for amplifiers, switches, and logic gates. Multiple transistor circuit analysis, op amps, and electronic systems and simulation tools are discussed. One page syllabus.


 


Physics II: Electromagnetism                                                                         


Fall 2016


This course is an introduction to electrostatics, electrodynamics and electromagnetism. The basic principles behind electrical engineering and electronic communication is discussed. At the end of the course students will understand simple electronic circuits and the fundamental theories and principles needed to continue their study of electronics and electrical systems.


 


ECE 322: Electronic Circuits I                                                                         


Winter 2009


This is an introduction course to analog electronic circuit analysis and design. Topics covered include circuit design using opamps, diodes, BJTs and MOSFETs. A companion lab to the lecture exposes students to practical design considerations and teamwork by building a DC power supply in small teams.
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            Current Circuits Courses


ECE 3020 Introduction to Electronics: 3 credits, prerequisite: 2020, Offered: Fall, Spring. Electronics: diode and transistor models for amplifiers, switches, and logic gates. Multiple transistor circuit analysis, op amps, and electronic systems.


 


ECE 4021 Analog Integrated Circuits I: 3 credits, prerequisite: 3020, Offered: Fall. Fundamentals of analog integrated circuits. CMOS transistors and diodes large-signal and small-signal operation and modeling. On-chip passive components operation and modeling. Simple and advanced current mirrors, single-ended and differential CMOS amplifiers, CMOS OTAs and Op-Amps. Integrated Circuits Fabrication, Packaging, and Testing.


 


ECE 5020 Mixed Signal VLSI: 3 credits, prerequisite: 3020, Offered: Fall. Design and circuit analysis of basic VLSI structures such as adders and registers; custom macro-cell, bit slice, and re-use design concepts; physical layout design, layout parasitics extraction, logical effort, use of VLSI design tools. SRAM & sense amplifiers, Digital and Analog I/O, clocking PLLs.


 


ECE 5021 Analog Integrated Circuits II: 3 credits, prerequisite: 4021, Offered: Spring. Advanced analog integrated circuits. Linear feedback networks design and stability analysis, multi-stage CMOS op-amp design and compensation, fully-differential op-amps and common-mode feedback networks, comparators, transconductors, bandgaps, sample and hold circuits, switched-capacitor circuits, noise analysis of CMOS circuits.


 


ECE 5022 Radio frequency integrated circuits (RFIC): 3 credits, prerequisite: 4021 OR 5021, Offered: Fall. Modulation, wireless standards, transceiver architecture, transistor models, passive component models, MOS and bipolar LNA, VCO, Mixers, integrated PA, PLL, prescalers, RFIC layout.


 


ECE 5023 – Introduction to Data Converters and Phase-Locked Loops – 3 credits, prerequisite: 4021, Offered: Spring, Even years. This course focuses on fundamentals of data converters and timing circuits, including discrete-time analog/mixed signal analysis and signal conditioning for asynchronous and synchronous computing. The topics include analog switches, sampling circuits, switched-capacitor amplifiers and filters, Flash ADCs, SAR ADCs, DACs, PLLs, DLLs and discrete-time neural networks


 


ECE 5027 Active Microwave Circuits: 3 course + 1 lab credits, prerequisite: 3020, Offered: Spring. Design principles of microwave transistor amplifiers, oscillators and mixers including low-noise, power, and broadband design; nonlinear RF behavioral modeling, harmonic balance simulations, additive phase noise in oscillator and PA, high efficiency PA and linearization; microstrip realizations, linear and nonlinear measurements in the laboratory; design project.


 


ECE 5120 Introduction to Integrated Circuits Test and Measurements: 3 credits, prerequisite: 3020, Offered: Spring, Odd years. Parametric testing for analog, sampled-data/mixed signal, RF digital channels, DSP-based testing, noise behavior, testability, Design-for-Test and Built-in-Self-Test.


 


ECE 5227 Fundamentals of Power Management Integrated Circuits for VLSI Systems: 4 credits, prerequisite: 4021, Offered: Spring, Odd years. Theory, design and applications of integrated power management integrated circuits in VLSI systems. This includes: system and circuit architectures, performance metrics, practical implementations, design considerations in VLSI systems in advanced CMOS processes, and design techniques for integrated power regulators and battery chargers. Background in basic analog design is strongly recommended.


 


ECE 7022 Advanced RF Integrated Circuits: 3 credits, prerequisite: 5022, Offered: Fall, Odd years. Advanced topics on RF and mm-wave circuits. Frequency synthesizers, transmitter linearization techniques (e.g. polar circuits), MIMO and phase array circuits, power D/As.


 


ECE 7023 High Speed Interface Circuits and Systems Design: 3 credits, prerequisite: 5020,5021, Offered: Spring, Even years. Analysis and design of link architectures and circuits for wireline communication systems. Emphasis on design intuition, link budgeting and power/performance trade-offs in implementation of data links in advanced CMOS process. Topics include channel characterization, noise analysis, equalization, transmitter and receiver circuits, signaling schemes, clocking, synchronization and timing recovery


 


ECE 7821 Mixed Signal Verification and CAD Tools: 3 credits, prerequisite: 5020, Offered: Spring, Odd years. Principles of combining analog, RF, and digital design, simulation, and verification strategies using modern CAD tools.


 


ECE 7822 Advanced Nonlinear Microwave Circuit Engineering: 3 credits, prerequisite: 5027, Offered: Fall, Even years. Large-signal characterization and modeling of nonlinear RF circuits; power amplifiers; oscillators; modulators; wideband linearization, power efficient design.


    

          
  

  

    
  
  
    
      






  
      



Cad Tutorials
    
      
      
                                         

  

            Remote Access



Video


Please watch the remote access and virtuoso setup video if your prefer that to the instructions below.


Personal Device


	Install Pulse VPN for Windows OS or MAC OS if you have not done so already. Login as instructed at the Wiki.
	Follow the instructions (steps 11-24) at the ETS Wiki to download and install FastX 3. At step 17, use the form [server].ece.ohio-state.edu for the hostname, where [server] is rh053 , rh054, or rh055.
	When the linux desktop window shows up, open up a terminal and create the directories (~/cadence/ECE5020) and setup commands like the Cadence setup instructs.

 


Lab Computers - Windows


Start at step 17 from above.


 


Lab Computers - Linux


Open a terminal and ssh into one of the class servers (ssh name.#@ [server].ece.ohio-state.edu), where server is rh053 , rh054, or rh055.
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            Cadence Virtuoso Setup


Video


Please watch the remote access and virtuoso setup video if your prefer that to the instructions below.


1. Environment Setup and Cadence Virtuoso Startup


	
	Log into of the following servers (rh053, rh054, rh055). These are the only servers you can use for class work.

	
	
	From the Linux Desktop, open a new Terminal (Applications >> System Tools >> Terminal)

	
	
	In your home directory, create a new directory called “cadence” . If you already have a “cadence” directory, then ignore this step.


		
		mkdir cadence

		


	
	Change directory to “cadence”, then create and change to a new directory called “ECE5020”


		
		cd cadence

		
	
		mkdir ECE5020

		
	
		cd ECE5020

		


	
	Source the cadence environment setup file


		
		source /opt/local/cadence/class/ece5020/virtuoso_initial_setup

		


	
	Switch your shell to tcsh, source cadence parameters and launch virtuoso


		
		tcsh

		
	
		source launch.cadence

		
	
		virtuoso &

		


	
	A new Virtuoso window should open

	






                  [image: app window]




        
  


      
   



2. Creating a new library


	
	From the Command Interpreter Window (CIW) - pictured above, goto Tools >> Library Manager. The library manager will display all the technology libraries and cells. Select one library and check "Show Categories" and "Show Files" to see its contents.
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	In the library manger, go to the menu “File >> New >> Library”

	
	
	Type the desired name of your new library, for example “mydesign”. Leave the directory at the default, then click OK. Select “Attach to an existing technology library” under Technology File, then press OK. A new window asking for the technology Library for your new library will show up. Select “gpdk045” and press OK

	

3. Routine Use


	
	Change directory to “ECE5020”


		
		cd ~/cadence/ECE5020

		


	
	Switch your shell to tcsh, source cadence parameters and launch virtuoso


		
		tcsh

		
	
		source launch.cadence

		
	
		virtuoso 
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            Run DC Simulations


Video


Please watch the NMOS DC Simulation video if you prefer that to the instructions below.


1. How to Run DC Simulations


Start Cadence using the previous setup instructions


In the Library Manager, select the previous created design library. Create a new schematic by going to "File >> New >> Cell View". A new file window will open. Choose a descriptive name for your schematic and click OK.
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Create a 0V voltage source using "Create >> Instance" as shown below. Drop the instance in your schematic cell view. Repeat to create 3 more ("0V", "VGS" and "VDS").
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Add a transistor instance with the parameters shown below
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Connect the instances using add wires and labels ("Create >> Wire (narrow)" and "Create >> Wire Name")
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Goto File >> Check and Save to save your schematic.


To simulate your schematic, open the Analog Design Environment by going to "Launch >> ADE L."


Copy the schematic variables into the ADE L by going to "Variables >> Copy From Cellview." Set the value of both VDS and VGS to 1.
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Setup a DC sweep as shown below ("Analyses >> Choose").
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Choose the signals that you need to be saved by selecting the desired wires and terminal currents on the schematic as shown below
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Click on the checkbox next to M1/D to plot the drain current and hit the green play button to netlist and run your testbench. The results should like shown below.
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For nested DC sweep, run parameteric analysis on your results ("Tools >> Parametric Analysis"). Sweep VGS as shown in the image below.
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The result of your nested DC simulation should look like shown below.
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            Simulation of an Inverter


Video


Please watch this video for the inverter schematics, symbol, testbench, loading and transient simulation setup.


In this tutorial, we will create an inverter schematic, symbol and a testbench to run a transient simulation on the inverter schematic.


Schematic and Symbol Creation


Make a new cellview as in the "Run DC simulations" case and name it "inv." Build the inverter schematic as shown below:
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Add pins from "Create >> Pin". Choose input direction for (in, vdd, vss) and output direction for (out). Save your work.
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To create a symbol for the schematic go to "Create >> Cellview >> From Cellview", click OK on the next two popup windows.
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Edit the the symbol into something more representative of the schematic. (m, M to move, s to stretch, r to rotate, and line, and shapes in the tool bar). An edited version of the inverter symbol is shown below. Check&Save your symbol.
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Transient Simulation Testbench


Make a new schematic cellview and name it "inv_test." Bring in the inverter symbol you created in the previous step using "Create >> Instance." Add 1V and 0V DC source lik in the "Run DC simulations." A a transient pulse source and set up its parameters as shown below.
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Add a capictive load on the inverter, and use "cload" a variable for the capacitor value.
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Launch ADE L and copy the simulation variables in (Variables >> Copy From Cellview) and set the load capicitance to 10f and period to 500p.


Choose a transient analysis (Analyses >> Choose) and set it up as shown below. Save "vin" and "vout" and select it to plot too.
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The simulated resulted should look the waveforms below.
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Save this simulation state ("Session >> Save State") and choose a descriptive name for this state and hit OK.
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DC VTC Simulation


In the inv_test schematic view, add a DC source with a value "dcin." Label its out "vindc" and switch the inverter input label to same node.
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In ADE L, add the new node "vindc" to saved outputs and deselect vin from plot and copy "dcin" from the cellview set it to 0.


Add a DC analysis to ADE L and set it up as shown below. Click OK. Disable the transient simulation.
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Run the simulation, and the result will show the inverter VTC as below
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To see the gain of the inverter, you can use the calculator to find the derivative of the dc output. ("Tools >> Calculator"), Pick "vs" and select "out" from the schematic. In the Function Panel of the Calculator, choose "deriv" and hit plot
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            Layout of an Inverter


This tutorial will show how to create a layout of an inverter, extract its parasitics and run a post-layout extracted simulation. The links to a three-part youtube video instruction are included below


	
	Part 1 of Inverter layout tutorial - Creating an inverter schematic, symbol and simulation testbench

	
	
	Part 2 of inverter layout tutorial - Inverter layout, DRC and LVS rule checks.

	
	
	Part 3 of inverter layout tutorial - Parasitic extraction and post-layout simulation
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            Digital Flow - Genus


This page was originally created by Kevin Du. It provides an introductory run down of the Genus synthesis flow. It shows the commands to be run for an example file, and briefly describes what each command does.

This guide configures Genus to be run in Physical Layout Estimation mode, and configures the libraries and search paths for the GPDK045 process.


Please download the files related to the example block used in this tutorial here.


Table Of Contents


Startup
Setup


	Configuring Libraries
	Configuring HDL Path

Read HDL
Elaboration
Design Constraints
Synthesis
Reports
Exporting to Place & Route


 


Startup


Create a directory for Genus in which you will run the program, and navigate into it.



$ mkdir genus
$ cd genus


Create a startup script.



$ vi startup.genus.181


Paste the contents of this script below into the file



setenv CDS_BASE_DIR /opt/local/cadence/cad
setenv CDS_LIC_DIR /opt/local/cadence/etc
setenv CDS_LIC_FILE ${CDS_LIC_DIR}/license.dat

setenv PATH ${PATH}:/opt/local/cadence/cad/GENUS1811/tools.lnx86/bin/64bit:/opt/local/cadence/cad/GENUS1811/tools.lnx86/bin



Now source the script in a tcsh.



$ tcsh
% source startup.genus.181


This script configures the Cadence base directory, license directory, and license file so that a copy of Genus can be checked out.

It then appends to the $PATH variable the path to the Genus binaries.


Note: This script should launch Genus in 64bit mode.


Once the path is updated, you can run Genus simply through the genus command.



% genus
TMPDIR is being set to /tmp/genus_temp_18772...
Cadence Genus(TM) Synthesis Solution.
Copyright 2018 Cadence Design Systems, Inc. All rights reserved worldwide.
Cadence and the Cadence logo are registered trademarks and Genus is a trademark
of Cadence Design Systems, Inc. in the United States and other countries.

Version: 18.12-s018_1, built Thu Oct 25 18:11:18 EDT 2018
Options: 
Date:    Fri Aug 16 16:59:24 2019
Host:    examplehost
OS:      Red Hat Enterprise Linux Workstation release 6.10 (Santiago)

Checking out license: Genus_Synthesis

Loading tool scripts...

Finished loading tool scripts (11 seconds elapsed).

WARNING: This version of the tool is 294 days old.
@genus:root: #>


The @genus:root: #> indicates that you are now in the genus shell, and you can now begin executing genus commands.


 


Setup


Create setup and run tcl scripts by running



@genus:root: #> write_template -split -outfile run.tcl


This will generate a setup script that can be configured to load the libraries, as well as a run script that can be configured to automate the synthesis run. -split separates the setup and run into two scripts, setup_run.tcl and run.tcl.


 


Configuring Libraries


Edit the setup script and configure the library search paths. Additional environment variables are defined to simplify the paths. They can also be absolute filepaths.



set libpath /opt/local/cadence/pdk/gpdk045/lan/flow/t1u1/reference_libs/GPDK045
set timingpath $libpath/gsclib045_all_v4.4/gsclib045/timing
set lefpath $libpath/gsclib045_all_v4.4/gsclib045/lef
set qrcpath $libpath/gsclib045_all_v4.4/gsclib045/qrc/qx
#######################################################################################
set_db / .init_lib_search_path [list $timingpath $lefpath $qrcpath]


For an example script, see the script below.



####################################################################################
#             MAIN SETUP (root attributes & setup variables)                       #
####################################################################################
##############################################################################
## Preset global variables and attributes
##############################################################################
set libpath /opt/local/cadence/pdk/gpdk045/lan/flow/t1u1/reference_libs/GPDK045
set lefpath $libpath/gsclib045_all_v4.4/gsclib045/lef
set timingpath $libpath/gsclib045_all_v4.4/gsclib045/timing
set qrcpath $libpath/gsclib045_all_v4.4/gsclib045/qrc/qx
set DESIGN designName
set GEN_EFF medium
set MAP_OPT_EFF high
set DATE [clock format [clock seconds] -format "%b%d-%T"] 
set _OUTPUTS_PATH outputs_${DATE}
set _REPORTS_PATH reports_${DATE}
set _LOG_PATH logs_${DATE}
##set ET_WORKDIR <ET work directory>
set_db / .init_lib_search_path [list $timingpath $lefpath $qrcpath]
set_db / .script_search_path {. <path>}
set_db / .init_hdl_search_path {. ./rtl}
##Uncomment and specify machine names to enable super-threading.
##set_db / .super_thread_servers {<machine names>} 
##For design size of 1.5M - 5M gates, use 8 to 16 CPUs. For designs > 5M gates, use 16 to 32 CPUs
##set_db / .max_cpus_per_server 8

##Default undriven/unconnected setting is 'none'.  
##set_db / .hdl_unconnected_value 0 | 1 | x | none

set_db / .information_level 7 

###############################################################
## Library setup
###############################################################
set_db library fast_vdd1v0_basicCells.lib
set_db lef_library {gsclib045_tech.lef gsclib045_macro.lef gsclib045_multibitsDFF.lef}
## Provide either cap_table_file or the qrc_tech_file
#set_db / .cap_table_file <file> 
set_db qrc_tech_file gpdk045.tch
##generates <signal>_reg[<bit_width>] format
#set_db / .hdl_array_naming_style %s\[%d\] 
## 


set_db / .lp_insert_clock_gating true 



This script is written to configure the libraries, but not the HDL search paths as they aren't necessary in this tutorial. This script covers everything in the Setup section of this guide.


The set_db / .init_lib_search_path tells Genus where to search for library files. When setting the technology files, LEF files, and QRC tech files, Genus will either search an absolute filepath, or within one of the directories specified with this command. The / indicates that the attribute will be set for the root level, configuring it for the entire Genus run. If / is used, a . must precede the attribute.


Note: If you want to specify multiple strings to an attribute in Genus, you must do so simultaneously using TCL List format. If you specify them sequentially, the new value will replace the old one.

Exceptions to this exist such as read_lefs -lef <leffile1> and read_lefs -add_lef <leffile2>; those accomplish the same thing as set_db.


Note: TCL list format can be specified using {a b} or [list a b $c]. Braces indicate that everything within should be interpreted as a string literal, therefore variable substitutions don't work, so we use the alternative.


Once the library search paths are specified, the libraries can be loaded.



set_db library fast_vdd1v0_basicCells.lib
set_db lef_library {gsclib045_tech.lef gsclib045_macro.lef gsclib045_multibitsDFF.lef}
set_db qrc_tech_file 


Specify all LEF files when using set_db lef_library. It is a good idea to specify the tech.lef first; if you fail to do so and specify the macro.lef first, Genus will warn you.


Note: By specifying the LEF files, Genus will automatically configure the interconnect_mode attribute from the default wireload value to ple. This sets the synthesis mode to Physical Layout Estimation (PLE), in which physical information is used by Genus to provide better closure with back-end tools.


Note: Again, if multiple LEF files are being specified using the set_db lef_library command, they must be specified simultaneously, otherwise the new library will replace the old one.


Configuring HDL Path


Similar to the init_lib_search_path attribute, specifying the library paths, the init_hdl_search_path tells Genus where to look when reading HDL files. The paths can be specified in the exact same way as the library paths, with multiple being concatenated in TCL list format.



set some_path1 /path/to/files1
set some_path2 /path/to/files2
set some_path3 $some_path1/morefiles

set_db / .init_hdl_search_path [list $some_path1 $some_path2 $some_path3]


If init_hdl_search_path is not set, it will default to searching in the current directory.

Alternatively, absolute filepaths can be used when reading HDL source files.


 


Read HDL


HDL files can be read into Genus using the read_hdl command. The files will be searched in order of the directories listed in the init_hdl_search_path attribute.

Absolute filepaths can be used as well.



@genus:root: #> genus read_hdl {top.v block1.v block2.v}


Unlike reading in attributes, HDL files can be read in sequentially.



@genus:root: #> read_hdl top.v
@genus:root: #> read_hdl block1.v
@genus:root: #> read_hdl block2.v


By default, Genus synthesizes Verilog files, and assumes they are written in Verilog-2001.


 


Elaboration


After reading in HDL files, the elaborate command can be used to elaborate the top-level design and its references.



@genus:root: #> elaborate


During elaboration, Genus will:


	Build data structures
	Infer registers
	Perform high-level HDL optimization such as dead code removal
	Check semantics

In order to perform elaboration, the technology libraries must be read in. If you fail to specify the tech libs, Genus will give you an error.

If there are unresolved modules, Genus will search for them in the paths specified in the init_hdl_search_path attribute.

If it cannot find some modules, it will report which when the elaboration completes.


 


Design Constraints


Synopsis Design Constraints (SDC) can be used to supply parameters to Genus, such as timing information, drive, and loads. If these constrains are not applied, Genus will be unable to perform timing analysis or optimization during the syn_opt stage.

Genus uses a subset of Synopsis' language, and has additional commands for constraining a design. It also uses a different unit of time.

Upon export into another tool, such as PnR in Innovus, the write_sdc command can be used to automatically translate Genus constraints into a common SDC form with proper units.

By default, Genus uses picoseconds and femtofarads as units. This can be changed by using the set_time_unit and set_load_unit commands.



set_time_unit -nanoseconds 1.0
set_load_unit -femtofarads 1.0


The create_clock command supplies Genus with clock waveforms.

The most simple clock is provided in this script, a single clock named clk1, with a period of 1.0 nanoseconds (1 GHz), and distributed to all clock ports in the design.

By default, the duty cycle of this clock is 50%.



create_clock -name clk1 -period 1.0 [clock_ports]


The set_input_delay and set_output_delay commands set the delay on the signal at the input and output ports relative to a clock.

The input delay is added to the total path delay, and the output delay is subtracted from the required arrival time.



set_input_delay 0.1 -clock [get_clocks {clk1}] [all_inputs]
set_output_delay 0.1 -clock [get_clocks {clk1}] [all_outputs]


The set_driving_cell command specifies the driving cell on an input. The driving cell must be a part of the standard cell library.
If trying to drive a clock cell, the command must be set to [clock_ports], as [all_inputs] will not include clock pins.



set_driving_cell -cell INVX4 [all_inputs]
set_driving_cell -cell INVX1 [all_outputs]


The set_load command specifies the load capacitance on the output ports.



set_load 100.0 [all_outputs]


The entire script is shown below.



set_time_unit -nanoseconds 1.0
set_load_unit -femtofarads 1.0
create_clock -name clk1 -period 1.0 [clock_ports]
set_input_delay 0.1 -clock [get_clocks {clk1}] [all_inputs]
set_output_delay 0.1 -clock [get_clocks {clk1}] [all_outputs]
set_driving_cell -cell INVX4 [all_inputs]
set_driving_cell -cell INVX1 [all_outputs]
set_load 100.0 [all_outputs]


The script can then be read into Genus using the read_sdc command.



@genus:root: #> read_sdc ALU.sdc


Genus will report if any commands failed.


 


Synthesis


Genus performs synthesis in three steps:


	Synthesize to generic logic
	Map to the technology library and perform incremental optimization (IOPT) to improve timing, area, and fix DRC violations.
	Optimize the netlist to meet timing constraints, or balance total negative slack (TNS) according to cost groups.


@genus:root: #> syn_generic
@genus:root: #> syn_map
@genus:root: #> syn_opt


 


Reports


In order to generate a report, you must be within the design/ directory of the Genus Design Hierarchy. The vcd and vls commands can be used to navigate within the Hierarchy.



@genus:root: #> vcd designs
@genus:root:.designs #> vls
./              alu/
@genus:root:.designs #> vcd alu


Timing Report


The report_timing command can be used to generate a timing report.



@genus:design:alu: #> report_timing


Area Report


The report_gates command can be used to generate a report listing all the gates, instances, and total area of instances.



@genus:design:alu #> report_gates
============================================================
  Generated by:           Genus(TM) Synthesis Solution 18.12-s018_1
  Generated on:           Aug 19 2019  02:34:04 am
  Module:                 alu
  Operating conditions:   PVT_1P1V_0C 
  Interconnect mode:      global
  Area mode:              physical library
============================================================

                              
   Gate    Instances   Area       Library    
---------------------------------------------
ADDFX1            35  179.550    fast_vdd1v0 
ADDHX1             6   22.572    fast_vdd1v0 
AND2X1            43   58.824    fast_vdd1v0 
AO22X1             3    8.208    fast_vdd1v0 
AOI211X1           3    7.182    fast_vdd1v0 
AOI21XL            2    3.420    fast_vdd1v0 
AOI221X1          15   35.910    fast_vdd1v0 
AOI22XL            9   18.468    fast_vdd1v0 
AOI2BB1XL          4    8.208    fast_vdd1v0 
AOI31X1            2    4.104    fast_vdd1v0 
AOI32X1            3    7.182    fast_vdd1v0 
CLKXOR2X1          1    2.736    fast_vdd1v0 
INVX1             31   21.204    fast_vdd1v0 
INVX2              3    3.078    fast_vdd1v0 
MX2X1             11   26.334    fast_vdd1v0 
MXI2XL             4    9.576    fast_vdd1v0 
NAND2BXL           4    5.472    fast_vdd1v0 
NAND2XL           24   24.624    fast_vdd1v0 
NAND3BX1           1    2.052    fast_vdd1v0 
NAND3BXL           2    3.420    fast_vdd1v0 
NAND4BBXL          1    3.078    fast_vdd1v0 
NAND4XL            1    1.710    fast_vdd1v0 
NOR2BX1            7    9.576    fast_vdd1v0 
NOR2XL            23   23.598    fast_vdd1v0 
OA22X1             5   11.970    fast_vdd1v0 
OAI211X1          12   20.520    fast_vdd1v0 
OAI21XL            4    6.840    fast_vdd1v0 
OAI221X1           9   21.546    fast_vdd1v0 
OAI222XL           2    5.472    fast_vdd1v0 
OAI22XL            4    8.208    fast_vdd1v0 
OAI2BB1X1         14   23.940    fast_vdd1v0 
OAI31X1            1    2.052    fast_vdd1v0 
OAI32X1            2    4.788    fast_vdd1v0 
OR2X1             14   19.152    fast_vdd1v0 
OR4X1              1    2.052    fast_vdd1v0 
XNOR2X1           22   52.668    fast_vdd1v0 
---------------------------------------------
total            328  669.294                


                                        
     Type      Instances   Area  Area % 
----------------------------------------
inverter              34  24.282    3.6 
logic                294 645.012   96.4 
physical_cells         0   0.000    0.0 
----------------------------------------
total                328 669.294  100.0 



The report_area command can be used to show the area of each block.



@genus:design:alu #> report_area
============================================================
  Generated by:           Genus(TM) Synthesis Solution 18.12-s018_1
  Generated on:           Aug 19 2019  02:39:40 am
  Module:                 alu
  Operating conditions:   PVT_1P1V_0C 
  Interconnect mode:      global
  Area mode:              physical library
============================================================

Instance Module  Cell Count  Cell Area  Net Area   Total Area 
--------------------------------------------------------------
alu                     328    669.294   468.172     1137.466 


Exporting 


Exporting Netlist


The gate level netlist can be exported using the write_hdl command, redirecting output to a file with >. If the redirection is not used, the netlist will be printed to stdout.



@genus:design:alu #> write_hdl > ../innovus/aluNetlist.v


Exporting SDC


The write_sdc command translates the original Genus specific syntax to a more verbose common form that is compatible with Innovus.



@genus:root: #> write_sdc > ../innovus/alu.sdc


Exporting SDF


The Standard Delay Format (SDF) file containing delays of the synthesized netlist can be exported using the write_sdf command, again redirecting output to a file with >.



@genus:design:alu #> write_sdf > alu.sdf


Miscellaneous


Show all settings



vls -long -attribute /


 


    

                                         

  

            Digital Flow - Incisive


This page was originally created by Kevin Du. It provides an introductory rundown on the NCLaunch portion of the Incisive Enterprise Simulator (IES).
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Startup


Create a directory for Incisive in which you will run the simulator, and navigate into it.



$ mkdir incisive
$ cd incisive


Create a startup script.



$ vi startup.incisive.152


Paste the contents of the script below into the file.



setenv CDS_BASE_DIR /opt/local/cadence/cad
setenv CDS_LIC_DIR /opt/local/cadence/etc
setenv CDS_LIC_FILE ${CDS_LIC_DIR}/license.dat

setenv PATH ${PATH}:/opt/local/cadence/cad/INCISIVE152/tools/bin/64bit:/opt/local/cadence/cad/INCISIVE152/tools/bin


Now source it in a tcsh.



$ tcsh
% source startup.incisive.152



This script configures the Cadence base directory, license directory, and license file so that a copy of Incisive can be checked out. It then appends to the $PATH variable the path to the Incisive binaries.





Note: This script launches Incisive in 64bit mode.




Once the path is updated, you can run IES through the nclaunch command.



% nclaunch&







                  [image: NCLaunch Menu]




        
  


      
  Once IES starts, you should see an option to select the run mode. Select Multiple-Step.



Single step bundles the ncvlog compiler, ncelab elaborator, and ncsim simvision simulator into a single command named IRUN. I've experienced some weird caching issues with IRUN, so this guide will be using the multi-step tool.




In IES, you should see on the left the file browser, and a virtual library managed by a cds.lib on the right.







                  [image: NCLaunch Library Manager]




        
  


      
  On the top, there will be a tools menu that the various binaries can be invoked with.


Compiling Verilog


 


Source Files


Verilog source files can be compiled by using the Verilog Compiler... option in the tool menu.


Navigate in the file browser to the source files you want to compile.

Select them either individually or using ctrl click, then invoke the Tools -> Verilog Compiler...



Source files will be compiled into the virtual library, under the folder specified as the "work library". You can change which work library you would like to compile into through the dropdown menu.
Note: The dropdown menu will always default to what is specified as the default work library every time the Verilog Compiler... is invoked. The default work library can be configured by right clicking on a library and selecting set as work library .




Your files now show up on the right, in the specified work library (default worklib).







                  [image: NCLaunch Compiled Modules]




        
  


      
  If you are doing behavioral simulation, skip to Elaboration


Standard Cells


Create a new library for compiling standard cells to through Edit -> Add -> New Library....







                  [image: NCLaunch New Library]




        
  


      
  This is to contain all the cells within a separate library that you won't have to look at. This allows you to find the modules you care about faster, as only IES cares about the cells, and displaying 400 objects in the GUI is extremely laggy.


Compile the fast_vdd1v0_basicCells.v file to the newly created library.

You can find this file under the verilog folder inside of the standard cell library that you used for Genus. Use the same file that you used as the library, just with a .v instead of a .lib extension.

Expand the library to verify that the cells are properly compiled.







                  [image: NCLaunch Compiled Standard Cells]




        
  


      
   


Elaboration


Expand the work library that your source files were compiled to, and expand the hierarchy of the stimulus file.


Select the top level module, and invoke Tools -> Elaborator....

In the options menu, enable Other Options; specify -timescale 1ns/1ns -sdf_verbose.







                  [image: NCLaunch Elaborate Menu]




        
  


      
  The timescale option sets the default timescale for the simulator to use if a module doesn't have a timescale specified. This prevents the timescale undefined error, which occurs because IES requires all modules to have timescales defined.


The -sdf_verbose option forces the SDF annotator to log all annotated delays to the log file.


 


Back Annotation


You should have created an SDF file at the end of your Genus run. Inside of your stimulus block you can use the $sdf_annotate system directive to perform automatic back annotations during elaboration.



$sdf_annotate ( “sdf_file” {, module_instance} {, “config_file”}
{, “log_file”} {, “mtm_spec”}
{, “scale_factors”} {, “scale_type”} );


The arguments are as follows.



"sdf_file"
    Specifies the path to the SDF file. Relative file paths, i.e 
    "~/genus/alu.sdf" can be used.
    The path must be in quotes.
    The SDF file can be in four different formats:
        Source - alu.sdf
        Compiled - alu.sdf.X
        Zipped - alu.sdf.gz
        Zipped & Compiled - alu.sdf.gz.X
    The file that Genus outputs is SDF source, using this is fine,  as the
    ncsdfc will automatically compile the sdf file.
module_instance
    Optional: Specifies the scope that the annotation takes place. If not 
    specified, the module containing the $sdf_annotate call will be set as
    module_instance.
    If this is not specified properly for a given SDF file, the elaborator will
    log a very low percentage annotated.
"config_file"
    Optional: Specifies a path to a configuration file to control the timing. 
    If you don't specify a config file, the annotator uses default settings.
    The path must be in quotes.
    For now, omit this.
"log_file"
    Optional: Specifies a path to a log file. If you use this, you must supply 
    -sdf_verbose as an argument to the elaborator.
    The path must be in quotes. If it is just a name, such as "sdf.log", it 
    will be placed in the IES launch directory.
"mtm_spec" 
    Optional: Specifies the delay values to annotate, in quotes, chosen from:
        "MINIMUM" - annotates minimum delay value.
        "TYPICAL" - annotates typical delay value.
        "MAXIMUM" - annotates maximum delay value.
        "TOOL_CONTROL" (default) - annotates from the command line option
        specified.
        If no command line options are specified, this defaults to TYPICAL.
    If using GPDK045's timing files, you should specify "MAXIMUM", as
    "TYPICAL" / "MINIMUM" causes the annotator to annotate blank values
    since those timing values are blank, resulting in ideal timing.
"scale_factors"
    Optional: Three positive real numbers that the SDF annotator uses to scale
    the minimum, typical, and maximum delay values.
    The syntax is "min_mult:typ_mult:max_mult"; the default is "1.0:1.0:1.0".
    Specifying this will override the config file.
"scale_type"
    Specifies how the annotator scales the timing specification, in quotes,
    chosen from:
        "FROM_MINIMUM" - scales from minimum timing specification.
        "FROM_TYPICAL" - scales from typical timing specification.
        "FROM_MAXIMUM" - scales from the maximum timing specification.
        "FROM_MTM" (default) - scales from the minimum, typical, and
        maximum timing specifications.
    You can leave this as default.



Simulation


After elaborating, you should see an item under the snapshot library.


Expand this, select it, and invoke Tools -> Simulator.... You can leave the options default.







                    [image: NCLaunch Simulation]




        
  


      
  The simvision window should now pop up, and you can press F2 to simulate.


NCHelp


If you encounter a warning (*W) or error (*F) during any of the steps, you can run nchelp <step> <errCode> in the shell that IES was launched from to get a description of the error.

For example, if you encounter the *F,CUMSTS error during elaboration, you can get more info.



% nchelp ncelab cumsts
nchelp: 15.20-s068: (c) Copyright 1995-2019 Cadence Design Systems, Inc.
ncelab/cumsts =
	If any module has been compiled with a timescale directive,
	the elaborator requires that all modules be compiled with
	a timescale directive. Use the -messages flag to have the
	timescales for each module printed. Use -TIMESCALE option to
	provide a timescale directive for all modules that don't have one.


 


    

                                         

  

            Digital Flow - Innovus


This page was originally created by Kevin Du. It provides an example introductory run of the Innovus Place & Route flow. It shows the commands to be run for an example netlist generated from the Genus tutorial, and briefly describes what each command does.
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Startup


Create a directory (preferably next to your Genus folder), and navigate into it.



mkdir innovus
cd innovus


Create a startup script.



$ vi startup.innovus.181


Copy & Paste the script below in the file



setenv CDS_BASE_DIR /opt/local/cadence/cad
setenv CDS_LIC_DIR /opt/local/cadence/etc
setenv CDS_LIC_FILE ${CDS_LIC_DIR}/license.dat

setenv PATH ${PATH}:/opt/local/cadence/cad/INNOVUS181/tools/bin



This script configures the Cadence base directory, license directory, and license file so that a copy of Genus can be checked out.

It then adds the path to the Innovus binaries to $PATH.


Navigate to your cadence home directory, where your cds.lib is located.

Create a file named .cdsinit (or edit the existing one) and add this to it.



load "/opt/local/cadence/cad/INNOVUS181/tools/innovus/gift/AoT/VEXface/virLaunchInnovusIC61x.il"



This tells the CIW to load virLaunchInnovusIC61x.il, which adds Innovus as an option under Layout XL.


Source the startup.innovus.181 file in a tcsh.



$ tcsh
% source startup.innovus.181


Now relaunch Cadence Virtuoso, and open Virtuoso Layout XL







                  [image: Virtuoso Launch]




        
  


      
  From the Launch-> dropdown menu, you should now see `Innovus` as an option. Select it.


Note: This option only appears on Virtuoso Layout XL or GXL. Layout L will not have it.







                  [image: Innovus Launch GUI]




        
  


      
  This box should now apppear. Innovus uses the process node for optimization purposes. For the purposes of this tutorial, the GUI options generated by this form will be ignored, as they are generally more verbose and contain additional features that aren't necessary to get a basic design working. If you choose to use this flow to generate your form, you can compare the resulting script to the one in this tutorial for debugging purposes. This will save the script to VDIRunScriptInn.tcl, which you can then modify.


Timing Setup


In order for Innovus to do timing analysis, constraints need to be supplied, similar to Genus.


The SDC file containing the constraints used in Genus to generate the netlist should be translated from Genus SDC syntax to the generic syntax using the write_sdc command at the end of the Genus flow.


Next, create a tcl script named design.view and edit it.



Change the directory in the script to somewhere that is close to the timing libraries and QX techfile.

Mine is symlinked, so it is in my cadence directory. You can do this with ln -s.



cd /home/du.566/cadence/GPDK45/



Create a constraint from an SDC file. The file supplied should be from the write_sdc output of your Genus run.



create_constraint_mode -name ALUConstraint -sdc_files [list synthesis/innovus/genus_outputs/ALUREG8bit.sdc]



Create an RC corner from the QX tech file.



create_rc_corner -name rc_typical -qx_tech_file gsclib045_all_v4.4/gsclib045_tech/qrc/qx/gpdk045.tch


Note: If you use the wrong file, you may get an unknown error along with a message to contact cadence. If this happens, try another file.



Create a library set for each timing corner.



create_library_set -name Slowlib1v0 -timing {gsclib045_all_v4.4/gsclib045/timing/slow_vdd1v0_basicCells.lib}
create_library_set -name Fastlib1v0 -timing {gsclib045_all_v4.4/gsclib045/timing/fast_vdd1v0_basicCells.lib}
create_library_set -name Slowlib1v2 -timing {gsclib045_all_v4.4/gsclib045/timing/slow_vdd1v2_basicCells.lib}
create_library_set -name Fastlib1v2 -timing {gsclib045_all_v4.4/gsclib045/timing/fast_vdd1v2_basicCells.lib}



Create delay corners associating a library set and RC corner.
Note: There's no point in doing this with a single RC corner, but with multiple you can create more delay corners.

This is still required though, as analysis views take delay corners.



create_delay_corner -name DCSlow -library_set {Slowlib1v0} -rc_corner {rc_typical}
create_delay_corner -name DCFast -library_set {Fastlib1v0} -rc_corner {rc_typical}
create_delay_corner -name DCSlow1v2 -library_set {Slowlib1v2} -rc_corner {rc_typical}
create_delay_corner -name DCFast1v2 -library_set {Fastlib1v2} -rc_corner {rc_typical}



Create analysis views associating a constraint (SDC), and a delay corner. This is the final result of this view file, as it binds timing constraints with best case / worst case post route timing information, allowing Innovus to perform timing analysis and optimization.

For Hold analysis, use the fast corner. For Setup, use the slow corner.



create_analysis_view -name setup -constraint_mode ALUConstraint -delay_corner {DCSlow}
create_analysis_view -name hold-constraint_mode ALUConstraint -delay_corner {DCFast}
create_analysis_view -name setup1v2 -constraint_mode ALUConstraint -delay_corner {DCSlow1v2}
create_analysis_view -name hold1v2 -constraint_mode ALUConstraint -delay_corner {DCFast1v2}



Finally, attach the analysis view for setup and hold analysis.



set_analysis_view -setup {setup setup1v2] -hold {hold hold1v2}



The final design.view is shown below.



###cd to Technology Library Path###
cd /home/du.566/cadence/GPDK45/

###Create Constraint from SDC File###
create_constraint_mode -name ALUConstraint -sdc_files [list synthesis/innovus/genus_outputs/ALUREG8bit.sdc]

###Create RC Corner from QX Techfile###
create_rc_corner -name rc_typical -qx_tech_file gsclib045_all_v4.4/gsclib045_tech/qrc/qx/gpdk045.tch

###Create Library Set for Each Corner###
create_library_set -name Slowlib1v0 -timing {gsclib045_all_v4.4/gsclib045/timing/slow_vdd1v0_basicCells.lib}
create_library_set -name Fastlib1v0 -timing {gsclib045_all_v4.4/gsclib045/timing/fast_vdd1v0_basicCells.lib}
create_library_set -name Slowlib1v2 -timing {gsclib045_all_v4.4/gsclib045/timing/slow_vdd1v2_basicCells.lib}
create_library_set -name Fastlib1v2 -timing {gsclib045_all_v4.4/gsclib045/timing/fast_vdd1v2_basicCells.lib}

###Create Delay Corner for Each Library Set and RC Corner###
create_delay_corner -name DCSlow -library_set {Slowlib1v0} -rc_corner {rc_typical}
create_delay_corner -name DCFast -library_set {Fastlib1v0} -rc_corner {rc_typical}
create_delay_corner -name DCSlow1v2 -library_set {Slowlib1v2} -rc_corner {rc_typical}
create_delay_corner -name DCFast1v2 -library_set {Fastlib1v2} -rc_corner {rc_typical}

###Create Analysis View for Each Constraint and Delay Corner###
create_analysis_view -name setup -constraint_mode ALUConstraint -delay_corner {DCSlow}
create_analysis_view -name hold-constraint_mode ALUConstraint -delay_corner {DCFast}
create_analysis_view -name setup1v2 -constraint_mode ALUConstraint -delay_corner {DCSlow1v2}
create_analysis_view -name hold1v2 -constraint_mode ALUConstraint -delay_corner {DCFast1v2}

###Set Analysis Views for Setup and Hold
set_analysis_view -setup {setup setup1v2] -hold {hold hold1v2}


 


Main Run


The design will now be placed and routed through another script.


Create a script in the Innovus folder named design.tcl and edit it.



Set the process node. This will be used for optimization purposes by Innovus during later stages.



setDesignMode -process 45




Set the netlisttype to verilog and the path to the netlist output by Genus. Remember to change the path your Cadence folder path - typically by replacing name.# with your OSU ID.



set init_design_netlisttype { Verilog }
set init_verilog { /home/<name.#>/cadence/GPDK45/synthesis/innovus/genus_outputs/ALUREG8bit.v }



Set the technology, cell abstract information and the MMMC view created earlier.



set init_oa_ref_lib { gsclib045 giolib045 gsclib045_tech }
set init_abstract_view { abstract }
set init_layout_view { layout }
set init_oa_default_rule { LEFDefaultRouteSpec }
set init_mmmc_file { /home/<name.#>/cadence/GPDK45/synthesis/innovus/ALU.view }


The oa_ref_libs are the standard cell libraries referenced inside the cds.lib in your Virtuoso directory.

The oa_default_rule chooses the DRC information within the tech LEF (.tlef) attached to the technology library.

The mmmc_file contains all timing information.



Set the power and ground net names for this design.



set init_pwr_net { VDD! }
set init_gnd_net { VSS! }



Tell Innovus to autogenerate vias rather than pick from the library, and initialize the design.



setGenerateViaMode -auto true
init_design



Specify the floorPlan dimensions of the design.



floorPlan -site CoreSite -r 1 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0


The -site option is mandatory, and creates a core row site. The -r option allows you to specify the ratio, and the following numbers specify aspectRatio, rowDensity, marginLeft, marginBottom, marginRight marginTop.



Connect the global power nets to the standard cell power and ground pins in schematic.



globalNetConnect VDD! -pin VDD -type pgpin
globalNetConnect VSS! -pin VSS -type pgpin


If you don't know what the name of the standard cell power and ground pins are, open up the layout and find them. They may not be the same as in schematic. If you don't specify the correct pin names, Innovus will not find them, and will not connect your global power nets to your standard cells.



Route the power grid.



addStripe -nets { VDD! VSS! } -layer Metal11 -direction horizontal -width 1.8 -spacing 4 -set_to_set_distance 10
addStripe -nets { VDD! VSS! } -layer Metal10 -direction vertical -width 1.8 -spacing 4 -set_to_set_distance 10
sroute


addStripe adds the power grid with the specified horizontal and vertical metals.
-width defines how wide the metals are in μm.
-spacing defines the space between VDD and VSS stripes in μm.
-set_to_set_distance defines the space between each VDD stripe or VSS stripe in μm.

The metals selected for each direction should conform with HVH or VHV.



Place design with auto pin placement.



setPlaceMode -place_global_place_io_pins true
place_design




Configure CCOpt to do Clock Tree Synthesis.



set_ccopt_property use_inverters true
set_ccopt_property target_skew 116ps
set_ccopt_property target_max_trans 150ps
#setOptMode -usefulSkew false
ccopt_design


CCOpt (Clock Concurrent Optimization) does optimization concurrently with clock tree synthesis, and running this command will generate a clock tree as well as reduce total negative slack (TNS).

A part of this optimization is useful skew, where the optimizer performs time borrowing between sequential cells to optimize for slack. If later on you see extremely high skew in your clock tree, use setOptMode -usefulSkew false, and check that your design is constrained realistically, and that you do not have multiple nanoseconds of negative slack.



Add filler cells.



addFiller -cell FILL1 FILL2 FILL4 FILL8 FILL16 FILL32 FILL64 -prefix FILL -fitGap
addFiller -cell DECAP2 DECAP3 DECAP4 DECAP5 DECAP6 DECAP7 DECAP8 DECAP9 DECAP10 -prefix DECAP -fitGap



You should specify all available fill cells to this command so that it can select the appropriate ones to meet 100% core density.



Route the design.



routeDesign




Report timing for timing aware metal fill, and add the metal fill.



report_timing
addMetalFill -timingAware sta



If you want to connect the fill nets to power, supply the -nets { VDD! VSS! } option.



The final script is shown below.



setDesignMode -process 45

set init_design_netlisttype { Verilog }
set init_verilog { /home/<name.#>/cadence/GPDK45/synthesis/innovus/genus_outputs/ALUREG8bit.v }

set init_oa_ref_lib { gsclib045 giolib045 gsclib045_tech }
set init_abstract_view { abstract }
set init_layout_view { layout }
set init_oa_default_rule { LEFDefaultRouteSpec }
set init_mmmc_file { /home/<name.#>/cadence/GPDK45/synthesis/innovus/ALU.view }

set init_pwr_net { VDD! }
set init_gnd_net { VSS! }

setGenerateViaMode -auto true
init_design

floorPlan -site CoreSite -r 1 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

globalNetConnect VDD! -pin VDD -type pgpin
globalNetConnect VSS! -pin VSS -type pgpin

addStripe -nets { VDD! VSS! } -layer Metal11 -direction horizontal -width 1.8 -spacing 4 -set_to_set_distance 10
addStripe -nets { VDD! VSS! } -layer Metal10 -direction vertical -width 1.8 -spacing 4 -set_to_set_distance 10
sroute

setPlaceMode -place_global_place_io_pins true
place_design

set_ccopt_property use_inverters true
set_ccopt_property target_skew 116ps
set_ccopt_property target_max_trans 150ps
ccopt_design

addFiller -cell FILL1 FILL2 FILL4 FILL8 FILL16 FILL32 FILL64 -prefix FILL -fitGap
addFiller -cell DECAP2 DECAP3 DECAP4 DECAP5 DECAP6 DECAP7 DECAP8 DECAP9 DECAP10 -prefix DECAP -fitGap

routeDesign

report_timing
addMetalFill -timingAware sta


 


GUI


At this point, the design is fully routed. Open the GUI by typing win in the Innovus terminal when the script finishes. This will bring up the main Innovus window.
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  You can also view the clock tree by typing ctd_win in the Innovus terminal. This will bring up the clock tree debugger.







                    [image: Clock Tree Debugger]




        
  


      
  Timing


To report the timing, use the report_timing command.

By default, this will report the setup time of the single worst path.



innovus #> report_timing
###############################################################
#  Generated by:      Cadence Innovus 18.12-s106_1
#  OS:                Linux x86_64(Host ID ece-d01181524s.coeit.osu.edu)
#  Generated on:      Thu Feb 27 09:34:14 2020
#  Design:            ALUREG8bit
#  Command:           report_timing > timing.log
###############################################################
Path 1: MET Setup Check with Pin OREGZ_Q_reg[0]/CK 
Endpoint:   OREGZ_Q_reg[0]/D (^) checked with  leading edge of 'clk1'
Beginpoint: IREG1_Q_reg[1]/Q (^) triggered by  leading edge of 'clk1'
Path Groups: {clk1}
Analysis View: setup
Other End Arrival Time          0.011
- Setup                         0.102
+ Phase Shift                   3.500
= Required Time                 3.409
- Arrival Time                  3.384
= Slack Time                    0.025
     Clock Rise Edge                 0.000
     + Clock Network Latency (Prop)  0.010
     = Beginpoint Arrival Time       0.010
     +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
     |         Instance          |     Arc      |   Cell   | Delay | Arrival | Required | 
     |                           |              |          |       |  Time   |   Time   | 
     |---------------------------+--------------+----------+-------+---------+----------| 
     | IREG1_Q_reg[1]            | CK ^         |          |       |   0.010 |    0.035 | 
     | IREG1_Q_reg[1]            | CK ^ -> Q ^  | DFFQX2   | 0.277 |   0.287 |    0.312 | 
     | ALU/mul_35_23_g1541__8780 | B ^ -> Y ^   | AND2X1   | 0.178 |   0.465 |    0.490 | 
     | ALU/mul_35_23_g1454__3772 | A ^ -> S v   | ADDFX1   | 0.313 |   0.778 |    0.803 | 
     | ALU/mul_35_23_g1441__7114 | CI v -> S ^  | ADDFHXL  | 0.259 |   1.037 |    1.062 | 
     | ALU/mul_35_23_g1427__1474 | CI ^ -> CO ^ | ADDFX1   | 0.189 |   1.226 |    1.251 | 
     | ALU/mul_35_23_g1423__9906 | CI ^ -> CO ^ | ADDFX1   | 0.192 |   1.417 |    1.442 | 
     | ALU/mul_35_23_g1420__1840 | CI ^ -> CO ^ | ADDFX1   | 0.194 |   1.611 |    1.636 | 
     | ALU/mul_35_23_g1419__7344 | CI ^ -> CO ^ | ADDFX1   | 0.202 |   1.814 |    1.838 | 
     | ALU/FE_RC_17_0            | B ^ -> Y v   | NAND2BX1 | 0.077 |   1.890 |    1.915 | 
     | ALU/FE_RC_16_0            | B v -> Y ^   | NAND2X1  | 0.055 |   1.946 |    1.970 | 
     | ALU/mul_35_23_g1417__2703 | CI ^ -> CO ^ | ADDFX1   | 0.197 |   2.142 |    2.167 | 
     | ALU/FE_RC_41_0            | B ^ -> Y v   | NAND2BX2 | 0.071 |   2.214 |    2.238 | 
     | ALU/FE_RC_40_0            | B v -> Y ^   | NAND2X2  | 0.056 |   2.269 |    2.294 | 
     | ALU/FE_RC_32_0            | B ^ -> Y v   | NAND2BX2 | 0.063 |   2.332 |    2.357 | 
     | ALU/FE_RC_31_0            | B v -> Y ^   | NAND2X1  | 0.051 |   2.384 |    2.409 | 
     | ALU/mul_35_23_g1414__5266 | CI ^ -> S v  | ADDFX1   | 0.283 |   2.666 |    2.691 | 
     | ALU/g6292__7675           | C v -> Y v   | OR4XL    | 0.247 |   2.914 |    2.939 | 
     | ALU/FE_RC_5_0             | A v -> Y ^   | INVX1    | 0.047 |   2.961 |    2.986 | 
     | ALU/FE_RC_4_0             | B ^ -> Y v   | NAND2X2  | 0.061 |   3.022 |    3.047 | 
     | ALU/FE_RC_3_0             | B v -> Y ^   | NOR3X2   | 0.125 |   3.147 |    3.172 | 
     | ALU/g6254__4296           | B1 ^ -> Y v  | AOI221X2 | 0.147 |   3.294 |    3.319 | 
     | ALU/FE_RC_0_0             | B v -> Y ^   | NAND2X2  | 0.090 |   3.384 |    3.409 | 
     | OREGZ_Q_reg[0]            | D ^          | DFFHQX2  | 0.000 |   3.384 |    3.409 | 
     +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 





To do Hold analysis, use setAnalysisMode. This will report the single worst case hold time as well.



innovus #> setAnalysisMode -checkType Hold
innovus #> report_timing
###############################################################
#  Generated by:      Cadence Innovus 18.12-s106_1
#  OS:                Linux x86_64(Host ID ece-d01181524s.coeit.osu.edu)
#  Generated on:      Thu Feb 27 09:37:33 2020
#  Design:            ALUREG8bit
#  Command:           report_timing > hold.log
###############################################################
Path 1: MET Early External Delay Assertion 
Endpoint:   Result[4]       (^) checked with  leading edge of 'clk1'
Beginpoint: OREG_Q_reg[4]/Q (^) triggered by  leading edge of 'clk1'
Path Groups: {clk1}
Analysis View: hold1v2
Other End Arrival Time          0.000
- External Delay                0.010
+ Phase Shift                   0.000
= Required Time                -0.010
  Arrival Time                  0.056
  Slack Time                    0.066
     Clock Rise Edge                 0.000
     + Clock Network Latency (Prop)  0.003
     = Beginpoint Arrival Time       0.003
     +-------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
     |   Instance    |     Arc     |  Cell  | Delay | Arrival | Required | 
     |               |             |        |       |  Time   |   Time   | 
     |---------------+-------------+--------+-------+---------+----------| 
     | OREG_Q_reg[4] | CK ^        |        |       |   0.003 |   -0.063 | 
     | OREG_Q_reg[4] | CK ^ -> Q ^ | DFFQX2 | 0.053 |   0.055 |   -0.010 | 
     |               | Result[4] ^ |        | 0.000 |   0.056 |   -0.010 | 
     +-------------------------------------------------------------------+ 



Design Checks


Innovus can check for connectivity, drc, metal density, and process antenna. If you pass all of these, LVS and DRC should be (almost) clean.



verifyConnectivity -noAntenna -report design_conn.rpt
verify_drc -report design_drc.rpt
verifyMetalDensity -report design_density.rpt
verifyProcessAntenna -report design_antenna.rpt



These will generate reports that you can view. If you see errors with connectivity or drc, use the zoomTo x y -r radius command to zoom to coordinates and pinpoint the exact cause of the issue.


Saving


After you have passed all checks as well as timing, you can save the design to Virtuoso. Open the GUI, and go to File -> Save, or press F2. From here, you can select which library and cellview to save it as.


To save the SDF file, use write_sdf with the selected view.



write_sdf ALU.sdf



You can now export this to Incisive again to do postlayout simulations.
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